Trip report; Mt. Rainier via Kautz Glacier.
On July 25th, 2010, Mick Pearson, Nasa Koski and I began a three-day trip up Mt. Rainier, which
included an ascent up the Nisqually, Wilson and Kautz Glaciers, and then a descent via the
traditional, Disappointment Cleaver (DC) Route. During my eleven year mountaineering
“career”, I never had the urge to climb Mt. Rainier, mostly because of trip reports that spoke of
endless ropes of climbers ascending (read: clogging) the traditional route. I had experienced
such crowds on Mt. Shasta in California and on the Nadelhorn in Switzerland and simply had no
desire to be a part of another endless train of climbers up a mountain. My interests changed
during a flight to the Northwest in 2008. I was visiting Seattle on my way to Mt. Baker when I
caught a glimpse of Mt. Rainier from about 15,000 feet from the jet’s window. Although I was
well aware of the often crowded situation on Rainier, the view of the mountain was fascinating
and initiated thoughts of potentially ascending a less popular route, one with far fewer climbers
and more challenge than the traditional route. In spring of 2010, I contacted Mick Pearson of
Kaf Adventures, to inquire about the possibility of climbing Mt. Rainier together. Mick is an
accomplished mountain/rock guide with experiences on many of the world’s famous mountain
ranges. More importantly, he also was willing to establish a climbing partnership that included
as much education and willingness to teach as it did desire to touch the top. This was important
to me, as I consider myself a student of mountaineering, not a client desiring a ride to the top.
After several email exchanges and phone calls, Mick and I had determined that my goals could
be best reached by attempting to summit via the Kautz Glacier route. This route featured
intermediate difficulty and would allow me an opportunity to enhance my mountaineering skills,
as it would provide heavily crevassed glaciers, a steep and technical ice wall, and a challenging
elevation gain to fairly thin air. The choice of route combined with a Sunday through Tuesday
itinerary, almost insured that we would be fairly isolated on the mountain.

Camp 2 (13,300 ft)

Summit (14,410 ft)

Camp 1 (9400 ft)

Overview of our route up Mt. Rainier on my attempt at a composite photo. The Kautz Ice Chute,
the crux of the climb, is located between Camps 1 and 2.
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Close view of the Kautz Glacier and our route in red. The Ice Chute is the ramp on the
middle-left of the photo. The red line ends at Camp 2 and the band of rock indicating the
crater rim can be seen on the upper right.

The action began on Sunday, July 25th at 6:30 in the morning when Mick picked me up at my
hotel near the SeaTac Airport. The two-hour drive to Mt. Rainier National Park was consumed
with talk of mountaineering along with the ever-looming presence of our objective, which grew
larger and larger in the distance as we approached. I don’t know if all mountaineers experience
this, but I often get a nervous feeling as the mountain finally becomes visible and larger…and in
the case of Mt Rainier, larger and larger and larger still. The plans hatched months ago became
second-guessed as the true scope of our objective became apparent. Simply put, Mt. Rainier is
huge. I have summited mountains of similar elevation, but what sets Rainier apart from most
other mountains of this elevation is the consistently gnarly glaciation present on just about every
route. Furthermore, we would be combining this with 9000 feet of elevation gain and thin air as
we approach the summit at 14,410 feet.
Our drive to the mountain made a stop at the Nisqually Lodge, which is located just outside of
the national park and is used as a meeting point for groups heading to Mt. Rainier. Here, Mick
checked up on another group of his that was climbing the mountain via the traditional route. We
also met up with Nasa Koski, one of Mick’s assistant guides, who accompanied us on the climb.
The addition of a third person to our party was quite advantageous, as she represented not only
another person with whom we could commiserate when the going became tough, but also
another person with whom we could split the weight of the group gear. In the parking lot of the
lodge, we distributed group gear and selected only the most essential personal gear in an effort to
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lighten our packs as much as possible. This was made easier by the fact that weather on the
mountain was forecasted to be quite stable and warm (by Mt. Rainier standards) over the next
few days. After a few minutes of packing, unpacking and re-packing, we were ready to make the
short drive to the trailhead at Paradise Park (5400 ft.). It should be noted that the road to Mt.
Rainier National Park passes many roadside restaurants. It did not go unnoticed that the next
time I saw these restaurants, I would be so ready for a greasy cheeseburger and chocolate
shake…and hopefully satisfied by a successful summit attempt.

A mess of gear to sort through at the Nisqually Lodge. That’s Nasa looking in the van
and Mick on the right. The van is named Victoria.

One inside the park, we made our way to Paradise Park where we acquired our climbing permits
and said goodbye to comfortable footwear, at least for the next three days. Paradise Park is a
well-appointed visitor’s area that represents the starting point for several routes up the mountain
and from here, one is over nine statute miles and 9000 vertical feet from the summit. The
weather was perfect (70s and sunny) and the shear massiveness of the mountain was in full view,
complete with immense glaciers, rock buttresses, icefalls, crevasses and all of the features that
make mountaineering as dangerous as it is exciting. Now, this was certainly not the time for me
to question my conditioning for this trip, but the top was a long way up…and the route looked
intimidating. I had to draw on my previous experiences to get myself into the right frame of
mind, convincing myself that I was up to the task. I had been in equally, if not more challenging
situations before; mountains just as tall, weather far uglier and conditioning not nearly as tuned,
and in almost every case I was successful. So, it was time to put all of the training and
experience to work. After two years of obsessing about this mountain, it was time to climb Mt.
Rainier.
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We began our ascent on the Moraine Trail, which is actually paved for a short distance before
giving way to a worn dirt and rock path typical of most alpine approaches. The grade was hardly
noticeable at this point, and in fact, the going was quite easy. This would change as I
encountered snow and ice for the first since March, as we began a descent onto the Nisqually
Glacier at about 6000 feet.

Von, Nasa and Mick on the Moraine Trail below Mt. Rainier…this is going to be a lot of work!

The Nisqually Glacier is one of the prominent glaciers on the south side of the mountain and
actually runs from the summit to its terminus at around 5200 feet. We climbed northwestward
across the Nisqually Glacier, uneventfully, until about 8000 feet where we stopped to eat lunch
and gather a little strength for a push for our first camp, which was located about 1400 feet above
the adjacent Wilson Glacier.
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Mick leading the way as we crossed the Nisqually Glacier below the icefall, nearing 8000 ft.

After a 30 minute lunch break, we moved westward onto the Wilson Glacier, which began as a
moderate snow slope for the first 300 feet of vertical gain, after which, the slope steepened
considerably for the final 1100 feet of gain. This increase in angle gave us an early taste of the
terrain that was to come over the next two days, as the remaining slopes to the summit would be
relatively steep and challenging.

Nasa taking a break on the Wilson Glacier below Camp 1. Mt. Adams is the prominent peak in
the background with a feint Mt. Hood to the right.
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We arrived at Camp 1 at about 5:00 PM at an elevation of approximately 9400 feet, just below
what’s known as the Turtle Snowfield. If you squint your eyes and tilt your head just right, this
snowfield looks like a turtle in photos of the mountain, hence the name. Although we had
intended to get a little higher on our first day, our measured pace was adequate to get us to a
good starting point for Day 2, and still allowed us to enjoy the climb. OK, honestly I was really
tired and concerned when I looked up at the remaining parts of the route. I knew after reaching
Camp 1 that we had a considerably hairy Day 2 ahead of us, but if we could make it through Day
2, barring a catastrophe, the summit would be attainable. I wanted to climb strong and enjoy it.
A friend of mine says that pain is weakness leaving your body…let’s hope so, because if that’s
true, then I would be very strong on Day 2.

Pain leaving Von’s body at Camp 1 shortly after our arrival (9400 ft.).

One of our goals for this trip was to climb a more remote, less populated route on the mountain
and upon arriving at Camp 1 we were very pleased to see only two tents set by other climbers on
the route. In fact, a few minutes later, those climbers were visible descending the rocky ridge
above our camp. Upon returning to the camp, they surprised us by taking down their tents and
beginning their final descent to Paradise at about 7:00 PM, which left Camp 1 entirely to us. We
set up the tent and since the weather was so stable (and in the interest of getting to dinner
quicker), decided to forgo the protection of the rain-fly. Mick gathered water from nearby
glacial melt and we spent the next hour rehydrating and eating chicken stew and M&Ms. As the
sun began to set, the temperature dropped quickly…on went the down jackets. We went to bed
at roughly 9:00 under a clear, calm sky, with intent to wake up at 5:00 AM the following
morning. Alpine starts often begin in the 2:00-3:00 AM range, mostly to avoid descent from the
summit in dangerous, melting conditions late in the day. However, Day 2 would not involve a
summit bid, but rather a move to within about 1000 feet of the summit. We had estimated that if
we moved efficiently, a 5:00 AM wake-up would allow us to be at Camp 2 by about 3:00 PM.
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This would give us plenty of time to recover, eat, rehydrate and sleep before a summit attempt
early on Day 3.

Mick at Camp 1. I think we bummed out the climbers in the background, so they
descended after we arrived, leaving the camp to solely to us.

While I have usually slept quite well on mountaineering trips, things were different during this
first night, as sleep was difficult. The absence of the rain-fly kept the tent from overheating
(three warm bodies can effectively heat up a tent, even on a cold mountain), but the thin fabric of
the tent also allowed bright, full moonlight to beam in; so bright, in fact, that I think I could have
read a book inside the tent. This kept me up despite my attempts to cover my eyes with a shirt.
Add to this the overwhelming urge to pee that hit me, and you have a combination that makes for
a miserable night’s sleep. It’s funny, because just a few hours prior to this, Nasa and I were
talking about how to handle the urge to pee in the middle of the night on mountains. We both
agreed that one should just bite the bullet and go outside and pee at the first sign of the “urge”,
otherwise sleep is difficult, if not impossible. Finally following my own advice, I decided to
venture out of the tent at 2:38 AM. I know this because I checked my watch hoping to see
something like 11:38 PM, which would have meant that I had not squandered three hours of
valuable rest waiting for the “urge” to go away. I know that sleep is valuable on the mountain,
so a graceful exit from the tent without waking your companions (fellow sardines) is of great
importance. I had done this many times before…so, no problem. Not wanting to wake Mick and
Nasa, I carefully wedged myself out of my sleeping bag while maintaining a sitting/crouching
forward position, and then pivoted my body 180 degrees on my ass while swinging my legs over
Mick and Nasa so that my feet were at the tent’s door (I had slept with my head at the door). I
unzipped the tent. Although this is impossible to do quietly, everyone stayed asleep. We
positioned our boots just outside of the tent so that we can get to them in the event of a mid-night
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“urge”, but by now, the “urge” was greater than the need to protect my feet, so I launched myself
from a crouching position inside the door of the tent to a standing position outside. This launch
is a one-shot maneuver that if unsuccessful, will result in either hitting the top of the tent’s
doorway with your head, and/or falling back into the tent, both of which will wake up everyone.
Fortunately, I smoothly transitioned out of the tent and made my way, bootless and ever-soquietly, to an appropriate pee spot. With that piece of business complete I was quite smitten with
myself that I didn’t wake anyone up…until I saw Mick, who wandered away from the tent
saying “I’m glad you got up. I needed to pee too”. Nasa was also awake, so maybe I wasn’t as
graceful as I thought I was. I managed to wake up everyone. While it would be very romantic to
report that the venture away from the tent was fraught with dangerous winds and a confusing
whiteout, it wasn’t. The night was beautiful, windless and filled with thousands of stars, more
stars than you could ever imagine.
After some well-earned sleep, I woke up at about 5:30, at which time we started boiling water for
oatmeal and organizing ourselves for Day 2. The main challenge of the day would be in the
form of a steep, icy section called the Kautz Ice Chute, on which approximately 500 feet are
gained on steep, frozen snow and ice. The chute marks the beginning of the Kautz Glacier and
represents the crux of the ascent route. Because this steep, often icy, three-pitch section is
guarded by the Kautz Glacier icefall, one of the many challenges of the Kautz Glacier route is
the descent. If the descent is attempted too late in the day, it can present considerable risk to a
tired climber because of melting snow and dange of rock- or icefall. With this in mind, we
planned on descending the traditional route, which included far fewer objective hazards.
However, this plan would preclude the possibility of establishing a “base” camp, from which we
could simply carry a light pack of water, food and other essentials to the summit, and then return
to camp. Rather, we would carry all of our gear up and over the top (known as a “carryover”)
and then down the alternate descent route. This difference was significant, as items normally left
behind at camp such as the stove, tent, much of the food, clothing, cooking pot, sleeping bags
and pads, would all need to be packed each morning and carried to the next camp, which added
considerable weight to the packs. Therefore, following breakfast, we tore down camp, packed it
all away and set off for Camp 2, which was high on the mountain at 13,300 feet.

Nasa and Mick choking
down oatmeal early on Day
2 at Camp 1. The oatmeal
wasn’t great, but the view
was priceless.
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After leaving Camp 1 at about 7:00 AM, we spent the next few hours ascending the Turtle
Snowfield from about 10,000 to 11,500 feet. The Turtle Snowfield is not terribly steep, but
enough to force you to adopt a rhythm in your pace and breathing. I have found that about 90%
of the physical portion of mountaineering is similar to any other endurance sport; establishing a
rhythm and mindlessly grinding away for hours at a time.

Von and Nasa moving up a section of the Turtle Snowfield at ~10,200 feet.

Although adopting this philosophy was useful for the endless snow- and icefields, we were about
to experience the other 10%, the part of the sport that prompts you to ask yourself if this was
such a good idea (it all sounds so good when you are on your couch at sea level). At this point in
the route it was necessary to negotiate a short, rocky passage to descend onto the Kautz Glacier.
For the next several hours, we would be on some of the steepest terrain that we would experience
during the entire climb, and for the next few minutes, some of the greatest risk of rock- and
icefall, as well. After descending through the rocky notch, we quickly moved onto the steep ice
chute. The ice chute is a beautiful, intimidating ramp of steep, frozen snow and ice that is about
100 yards wide and stretches for about 800-1000 vertical feet over a linear distance of about a
quarter mile. We entered the chute part-way up it, so were looking at ascending for about 500
vertical feet to reach the upper Kautz Glacier. But what makes the chute especially glorious,
aside from its steepness, are the huge seracs that guard it on either side. These towering ice cliffs
are the result of the upper glacier slowly breaking apart. They provide the visual illusion that
gave the ice chute its name.
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To get to the ice chute, we had to descend onto the glacier and move quickly to avoid rock and
icefall from the right. The boot path of previous climbers can be seen ascending the chute.

Giant seracs guarded either side of the upper ice chute. Large chunks of ice frequently fall
as the glacier warms throughout the day, which adds considerable hazard to maneuvering
near them.
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A view up the ice chute. Keeping to the frozen snow in the middle would provide really fun
front-pointing on crampons. However, we climbed to the left, over the steeper, grey
ice…because it was there.

The first section of the chute was simply steep, frozen snow that reached an angle of about 45
degrees. However, the ultimate section of the chute provided a challenging, 55 degree slope,
which on frozen snow, is actually fun to climb using two ice axes and the front-points of your
crampons. I have climbed on vertical ice before and was more than happy to climb a “relaxed”
55 degree frozen snow slope without the complications of shattering ice and poor tool placement
that often accompany ice routes. It was at this point when Mick said “Well, Von, you came here
to do some ice-climbing, right?” I knew that my answer to this question would shape the rest of
the trip for me personally, and likely my confidence to do harder routes in the future. On the left
side of the ice chute, and above us, the snow was melted, revealing slick, 55 degree, grey ice.
Climbing this would be an incredible rush and would easily represent the most technical, high
altitude terrain I had ever climbed…and quite a feather in my cap. A slip, however, would result
in a nasty fall, the need to self arrest on frozen snow and ultimately a helicopter ride off of the
mountain…not enjoyable. Mick offered to set a couple of ice screws to protect the route, and
then an anchor up above, on which Nasa and I would be belayed. That sounded great…let’s
climb the ice.
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I was able to snap this picture looking down the ice chute right before we did the second pitch,
over the ice. You know it’s steep when the terrain disappears and then reappears about 200
feet below you.

Mick ascended the chute ahead of us, setting two ice screws en-route and ultimately a picket
anchor at the top of the pitch, from which he belayed us. Nasa and I then began climbing,
picking away at the slope with two axes and the front points of our crampons. While the tool
placements were very adequate, the reassuring tug of Mick’s belay gave me more and more
confidence as I ascended. Once on my way, I found a rhythm, and I was really enjoying the
steepness and exposure of the route. A small bulge in the ice about halfway up the pitch created
a slight challenge, as hooking the ice tools up-and-over the blind side of the bulge was a little
tricky. However, once I clambered ungracefully over the top of the bulge, I found a good
platform for a few minutes of rest as I waited for Nasa to join me. After another 50 feet of
climbing, the ice chute was completed. I took the opportunity to look down the chute and was
taken aback by just how steep it was. While at first thought, 55 degrees wouldn’t seem so steep,
try placing a piece of plywood up against a wall at this angle…it’s steep, especially when it’s
made of ice. I had thought about this section of the mountain incessantly since April, and three
months later it was history, and one of my more memorable experiences in the mountains.
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Mick ascending the ice chute above us. Not much more needs to be said about this, mostly because
my description would not do it justice.

Although we completed the ice chute in a little less than three hours, we still had a few hours of
steady climbing ahead of us on the upper Kautz Glacier in order to reach our next camp. These
slopes were 35-40 degrees of frozen snow with the occasional crevasse to negotiate. I was
thirsty and tired, but with the upper slopes to the summit ahead of us, and the crux of the climb
completed, the remaining steps to Camp 2 were completed with high spirit and plenty of
adrenaline. We arrived at Camp 2 at about 4:00 PM at an altitude of 13,300 feet.
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Nasa resting at Camp 2. That tent looks pretty uneven, doesn’t it? I think we were too tired to care.

While this location is listed in climbing guides as one of the “camps” on the route, I don’t think it
is too frequently used, as many climbers continue on to the summit and do not spend an
additional night on the mountain. Our choice to camp another night would allow us some rest
and acclimatization before the summit push the next morning, but most importantly, a chance to
enjoy the Pad Thai that Mick’s newly hired nutritionist had selected for our final dinner. We
were all very hungry, thirsty, tired and excited about a summit bid in the morning, so we set up
camp, ate, drank, melted more snow for Day 3’s water and went to sleep at about 8:00
PM…dreading our 1:00 AM alarm that would send us to the summit.

View toward the
summit from
Camp 2 (13,300
ft.). We would
follow the boot
path seen
heading to the
right in the
photo. The band
of rock at the
upper right is the
crater rim.
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At Toledo, Ohio’s elevation (~600 feet), my resting heart rate is about 56 beats per minute. At
Camp 2, it was 85…and the rapid “lub-dub” in my ears kept me from getting good sleep during
our five hour “nap”. The next morning, I was glad to hear that I was not the only one who was
experiencing the high heart rate, as Mick also commented on his. I also awoke with a headache,
something I have only experienced in the mountains once before. However, after eating and
taking an Aleve, I was feeling as great and ready to go as someone could at 2:00 AM on a
mountain. Inside the tent, it was probably a balmy 45 degrees. Outside the tent, it was cold (high
20s) with a steady 20 mph wind. I put on every article of clothing that I brought, and at about
2:50 AM, we finished packing up camp, roped up and began out final ascent to the summit under
the light of headlamps and a full moon. Darkness on a mountain lends an eerie feeling to the
climb, as the visual stimulation of the white snow and clouds, blue sky, grey and brown rock and
relief of the terrain is invisible. The sense of sound takes over and all stimulation is limited to
the whistling wind and the crunch of crampons on frozen snow and ice.

This picture is blurry and not well-lit. That’s because it’s 3:00 in the morning. However, it
gives a sense of what climbing by moonlight is like. It’s quite eerie.
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The slopes from Camp 2 featured a few large crevasses that required some assessment before
crossing. Crossing crevasses is never taken lightly, and we were very mindful of rope
management as we crossed snow bridges that spanned seemingly bottomless crevasses. As we
negotiated the dark, upper slopes to the summit, I kept remembering the countless trip reports
that I had read in the previous months. Each described the seemingly endless slopes of snow that
guarded the crater rim, the gateway to the summit. Upon reaching the top of one slope, yet
another would present itself, adding another half-hour to the climb. Therefore, upon seeing a
rock band that I thought was the crater rim, I quickly realized that this was simply another point
from which another slope would be ascended. About two hours after leaving camp and climbing
through the wind, cold and darkness, we reached that band of rock. However, I saw no slope
above it…only slopes below. In fact, for the first time in three days, I could look to the north
and see sky, not mountain. We had reached the crater rim, and after a short walk around the rim,
and after almost two miles of elevation gain, we were at the top of Mt. Rainier. It was 4:50 AM,
still dark, still cold and still breezy.

Mick took this photo of Nasa and me as we were just steps from the summit. We had just come
over the bulge in the crater rim in the background. We were 2 minutes from the top.
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An orange glow was visible in the eastern sky, indicating the imminent sunrise at 5:20. As I do
on all summits, I looked skyward and said hello to Nanny and told her that I was doing really
well…she would have been really proud of her grandson, but then again, she was proud of me no
matter what I did. We took a few photos and spent some time looking around. The sky was
clear and the lights of Seattle were visible to the northwest and those of Yakima to the southwest.
As the sun slowly rose, the silhouettes of mountains to the north became visible, including Mt.
Baker, which I had climbed two years prior. That was neat to see, as it was the flight to Seattle
on that trip that piqued my interest in Mt. Rainier. We were the first party on the summit that
morning and the only one on our route, but it didn’t take long for the headlamps of other
climbers ascending the traditional route to become visible in the distance. Since the sun would
begin to warm Rainier’s slopes, we thought it prudent to begin descending as soon as possible to
avoid sloppy conditions below, especially since we would likely encounter a lot of ascending
traffic on our way down the traditional route.

Von on the summit. 14,410 feet and cold…you can’t tell at all that I’m tired. That ice axe
has been with me for eleven years now. Because of the high technicality of the route, I
wasn’t sure if I would bring it on this trip…glad I did.
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Von and Nasa on the summit as the sun was rising.

The descent route began on the other side of the crater rim, but instead of circumnavigating the
rim, we traversed the crater, which is about ¼ mile in diameter.

Looking down from the summit into the crater. People sometimes camp in the
crater. I was ready to get the Hell down.
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Von descending into the crater. Glad it didn’t erupt at this point. I could see steam vents along the
rim on the right as we traversed the crater…an ominous sign that this mountain will explode one day.

Crossing the crater
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Once across the crater, the pain of the descent began. I would much rather climb than descend,
as knees take a beating, slips occur, and you are constantly yielding the boot path to ascending
parties (mountain etiquette)…and we had 9000 feet of descent ahead of us. As we descended the
traditional route, I truly appreciated the isolated nature of our ascent route, as we passed party
after party of roped climbers hoping to make it to the top. You could tell by the looks in their
eyes that they were surprised to see anyone descending already…or maybe they were envious of
us, wishing that their ascent was finished. Many of these people also began their day at 1:00
AM, but at Camp Muir, a much lower camp, and were likely very fatigued and still hours from
the top. Early in the descent, you could confidently tell passing parties that they were
close…maybe an hour from the top. However, a few hours into the descent, you realized that
exhausted parties farther down the route had quite a challenge ahead of them. We came across a
climber, sitting on a mess of tangled rope. He was spent. I said hello and asked if he was alright
as I passed him and he said that he was fine. He thought that he had about an hour and a half left
before the summit. I told him “keep pushing and you will get there”, but fell short of telling him
that he actually had closer to three hours remaining…you don’t want to break anyone’s spirit at
that point. This climb was probably one of the biggest things he had ever done for himself.
Hopefully he made it.

Nasa and Von descending the DC Route with Mt. Adams in the distance…only 9000 feet to go.
Look at how worn that boot path is. This gives an idea of how many climbers attempt to summit on
this route.
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The descent was largely uneventful as we maneuvered through switchbacks on the higher slopes,
and then approached and descended Disappointment Cleaver, which is a large outcropping of
rock that begins at about 12,400 feet. We had been descending for about two hours and were in
need of a short rest, some M&Ms, water and the removal of some clothing, as we were now in
full sun and warming up fast. On the Cleaver, we decided to remove our crampons, as the rock
would be easier to negotiate without them. Additionally, we anticipated that the snow below
would be mushy and would ball-up in our crampons, creating the equivalent of a roller skate.

Descending climbers reaching Disappointment Cleaver. I would imagine that traffic gets pretty
clogged up here when lots of parties are ascending.

Descending through the Cleaver took us down to about 11,000 feet, at which time we stepped
onto the Ingraham Glacier below a massive icefall with evidence of recent, detached boulders of
ice that clearly fell across the boot path we were about to follow. We needed to move quickly
through this relatively flat section and decided that we could best achieve this by unroping and
simply scooting through it. We moved with a brisk pace, passed a few dicey, exposed spots and
were through the icefall hazard in a few minutes.
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View south to the Ingraham Glacier from Disappointment Cleaver. We would descend the Cleaver
a bit more and then end up on the boot path leading away on the right…across crevasses and under
a huge icefall. Nice.

Another attempt at a composite photo, this time looking north, back to Disappointment Cleaver.
The Ingraham Glacier Icefall is on the left and our path can be seen leading away from the rocks on
the right.
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One final objective hazard was still ahead of us on our descent. We moved off of the Ingraham
Glacier and onto the Cowlitz Glacier via a gap in a large rock formation called the Cathedral
Rocks. While the terrain of the Cowlitz Glacier was relatively safe, the glacier is located beneath
Cadaver Gap, a rocky amphitheater that towers more than 1000 feet above the glacier. It is
absolutely breathtaking to view this from below, but not a place at which you want to spend
much time. We moved quickly across the Cowlitz Glacier and were soon upon Camp Muir, the
base camp for the traditional route. Camp Muir is another place at which you don’t want to
spend much time, not because of rock- or icefall danger, but because compared to the camps we
had experienced on the mountain, it’s kind of a dump. The well-worn, numerous campsites and
evidence of intense human pressure are not what most mountaineers would consider appropriate
for the alpine environment. Therefore, after a quick break, we continued below Camp Muir,
down the Muir Snowfield, encountering more and more day hikers as we transitioned from
snowfield to alpine meadow, and ultimately to maintained dirt trail about 2000 feet above
Paradise Park.

The view down Mt. Rainier from Camp Muir. Those paths leading down the snow slope are
called glissade paths. You can sit in these and slide down a great distance if the conditions
are right. I did it and ended up going about 30 feet. I had a cold, wet ass for the rest of the
trip.
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As we descended those last 2000 feet to the car, I turned around several times to look at the
mountain we had summited just six hours earlier. Over the last three days, we had been all the
way up there and were now approaching the car, safe and sound after about 18 round trip miles.
Back at the car, we quickly changed into shorts and t-shirts, and looked for a place where our cell
phones would get a signal. Interestingly enough, I had a better signal high on the mountain than I
did at Paradise Park. I sent several texts to Libby, most of which were received until we climbed
above 10,000 feet. Even on the summit, my phone indicated that I had signal, but my text to
Libby wasn’t received until we had descended considerably. After leaving Mt. Rainier National
Park, we stopped at one of the mountainside restaurants for that greasy cheeseburger, which,
along with the chocolate shake, really hit the spot.
Anytime you are successful in mountaineering, it is likely not because of your conditioning or
skill, but because you were mentally up to the task, made the right decisions and the mountain
decided to be agreeable and allow you passage. It was now time to part ways with my fellow
climbers. While we were all excited about what had transpired over the past three days, it was
sad for me to say goodbye. You build bonds with people when you succeed and suffer with
them. Nasa and Mick began the trip as my climbing partners, but are now my friends and I
would climb with them anytime…and plan to in the future. Thanks to both of them for making
this little dream of mine come true. I had a blast, even when I was exhausted, even when I was
sick of the oatmeal, even when I had the windy side of the tent and it was flapping against me as
I “slept”, even when my heart was racing at 13,000 feet, even when I was clinging to an ice slope
by six tiny metal points, and even when the blisters on my feet broke open. I wouldn’t change a
thing.
Until we climb again…
Von Sigler
Date: July 25-27th 2010
Route: Kautz Glacier with carryover to DC descent
Equipment:
Standard glacier travel, climbing, and camping gear
One picket
Two ice screws
One ice-climbing tool.
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